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27*. COMMUNICATION FROM THE GOVERNMENT
OF YUGOSLAVIA.

Note by the Secretary-General:

At the request of the Government of Yugoslavia, the Secretary-General has the honour
to communicate to the Governments invited to the Disarmament Conference a letter, with
an annex, from the Yugoslav Minister for Foreign Affairs, dated September I4th, 1931, giving
information on the position of armaments in his country.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE YUGOSLAV MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Geneva, September I4th, I93I.

With reference to your Circular Letter II24 of June I3th, 1931, and in accordance with
the resolution of the Council of the League of Nations of January 24th, 1931, I have the honour
to transmit, in the tables enclosed, the information required in regard to the position of
armaments in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.

I should be glad if you would be good enough to communicate this letter and its enclosures
to the Governments concerned.

(Signed) Dr. V. MARINKOVITCH.

COMMUNICATION FROM THE YUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT.

The Kingdom of Yugoslavia, within its present limits, came into being in I918. The
Yugoslav army had its origin in, and is a continuation of, the army of the Kingdom of Serbia,
seeing that the latter was taken as its foundation. The difference in the area of the territory
and the size of the population, however, as well as in other respects, is such that the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia should be regarded as practically a new State, and its army as an entirely new
army. Consequently, no useful comparison can be made in this connection between the
present position and the position as it existed before I914, or between the present position
and that of the Yugoslav army in I9I 9. Due allowance being made, the Kingdom of Serbia
had a very much larger army (ten divisions) than has the Kingdom of Yugoslavia (sixteen
divisions) ; but the absolute figures are actually higher, since the population itself
is three times as great-fourteen million in place of four and a half million.

Owing to this great change in the situation, the military organisation has itself had to be
altered.

What is true of the land army is also true-and to a much greater extent-of the navy.
The Kingdom of Serbia possessed no navy. If the navy is to be compared, it must be compared
with the navy of the former Austria-Hungary, as most of the coast-line of the former Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy now belongs to Yugoslavia.

* This number indicates that twenty-seven documents in regard to the position of the armaments
in the different countries have already been published.
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For all these reasons, Yugoslavia was obliged, after the war, entirely to re-organise her
armed forces, both land and sea, on the basis of the actual conditions and requirements of
the new Kingdom.

Obviously, it was impossible to carry out this work immediately. The new organisation
could only be introduced gradually over a period of years, not only for financial and economic
reasons, to which the greatest attention has been paid, but also because other elements were

naturally wanting. The armed forces of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia are consequently still
passing through a stage of organisation and growth, and the information regarding the present
position of the Yugoslav army must be considered in this light. That dos not mean that the
total figure for the Yugoslav army will increase; but the proportions of the various elements of
which the army is composed will certainly be altered. For example, the number of officers and
non-commissioned officers must again be increased over a certain period, for we do not desire to
press the formation of these cadres, but to organise them normally and progressively. In the
same way, the proportion between the land and sea armed forces will be changed in the interests
of the latter. The original scheme provided for the organisation of the navy as a second stage,

since for various reasons it could not be effected at the same time as the organisation of the
land army.

The principles of the scheme on which the Yugoslav armed forces have been and are
being organised are most moderate, regard being had to the needs and circumstances of the
period during which it was conceived. In carrying out the scheme, however, we have naturally
had to bear in mind the actual requirements and the conditions existing at specific periods. In
the circumstances in which Yugoslavia is placed-they will be indicated later-excessively
small armed forces would not only not make for peace, but would undoubtedly jeopardise it.

The Kingdom of Yugoslavia has a relatively long frontier (about 3,500 kilometres, and
with the islands over 6,ooo kilometres). It is not isolated, however; on the contrary, it is
centrally situated between the Balkan Peninsula and Central Europe, and forms part of both.
Apart from its coast-line, it has very few natural frontiers-that is to say, frontiers forming
a serious barrier to communications-and it is surrounded by seven countries. Very few
European States are similarly situated. The frontiers are, moreover, very recent, and have
not stood the test of time, as have those, for example, between Spain and Portugal, Switzerland
and Germany, and so on. Finally, most of the neighbouring States contain elements, often
very powerful and influential, which make little secret of their intention to change the present
frontiers to the detriment of Yugoslavia.

In addition, Yugoslavia is almost exclusively an agricultural country. Its industry is very
small, and its resources very limited. It cannot rely on improvised efforts for the defence of the
country, but must depend on war material prepared in advance.

In view of all these circumstances, Yugoslavia would be rendering an ill service to itself and
the cause of peace if it did not keep a vigilant and constant watch over the maintenance of its
armed forces.

Nevertheless, for internal reasons, economic and financial, every effort has been made,
both in preparing the scheme for the organisation of the armed forces and in carrying it out,
to restrict them to the minimum indispensable to the existence of the State and the protection
of its territorial integrity. The military organisation has been conceived exclusively within
the limits of this minimum. In its main lines, at least, the organisation of the land forces is
now complete, but the air and sea forces will not be complete for several years.

The gendarmerie and frontier guard are shown in the information as formations organised
on a military basis. They are not, however, an integral part of the army. Still less are they
actually organised in the same way as the other units of similar strength in the army. Although
the gendarmerie and frontier guard are constituted on military lines and are subject to military
discipline, they could not be used for military purposes in view of their organisation, armament
and equipment. They would have first to be re-organised and mobilised in much the same
conditions as new recruits from the civil population are mobilised.

For special reasons, for which the Yugoslav Government is not responsible, Yugoslavia
has to maintain a large gendarmerie. Certain areas now forming part of the Yugoslav State
were well known before the war for the total absence of order. Throughout whole districts,
which were among those most neglected by the Ottoman Empire, there reigned absolute
anarchy; public safety was non-existent, and the only known law was the vendetta. To
establish order and ensure public safety, to put an end once for all to the unbroken and never-
ending chain of vendettas, and to alter a mentality due to long-standing anarchy, exceptionally
energetic measures were required; and, in view of the primitive nature of the population,
it was necessary to have powerful forces on the spot. For this reason, the size of the gendar-
merie is large, particularly as a large force was also necessary in other districts, where, during
the latter years of the war, the public authority was very weak.

The frontier guard, so far as it is a special organisation, was set up to supervise and
guard the frontiers, which had to be protected against incursions from outside. In certain
neighbouring States there actually exist associations with great resources, whose object
is to send armed bands into Yugoslav territory to commit acts of violence against the population



and all kinds of criminal actions. This reached such proportions that the Yugoslav Government
was obliged to distribute arms to the population as a protection against the bandits. As it
could not, however, leave the civil population alone to safeguard public order, the Government
felt bound to ensure the inviolability of its frontiers against such incursions. It has
unsuccessfully endeavoured, through diplomatic channels, to persuade the responsible Govern-
ments in whose territory these associations are formed to disband them and put an end to
their criminal activities. Incursions from outside having become more frequent, the personnel
of the frontier guard has had to be increased accordingly.

The Yugoslav Government is not at present in a position to say for how long it will be
obliged to maintain so large a gendarmerie and frontier guard. However, the exceptional
situation created by the existence of these criminal associations burdens the Yugoslav budget
with heavy charges for the maintenance of the gendarmerie and frontier guard. The Govern-
ment is even compelled to station army units permanently on the frontiers to reinforce the
frontier guard and protect important objectives.

In conclusion, if the enclosed information is to be appreciated at its true value, the
psychological and political considerations on which Yugoslavia has been forced to act must
be borne in mind. In most of the neighbouring States there are strong currents of opinion in
favour of changing the existing legal international order, and propaganda to this effect is
carried on freely without hindrance. True, official statements speak only of pacific ways and
means, but influence is exercised in such a manner that there is every reason to fear that,
given a suitable moment, there would be no hesitation to use force. The Yugoslav nation would
be glad if it could reduce the sacrifices it is obliged to make in the interests of national defence.
It would accept any international arrangement that would promote its efforts to this end.
Its armed forces are purely defensive, and its sole object is to maintain national security.
Its army offers no danger; Yugoslavia desires no change in its territorial and political status.
It is prepared at any moment to accept any arrangement guaranteeing the inviolability of
the frontiers and the territorial integrity of both Yugoslavia and its neighbours.

I. PERSONNEL.

TABLES ANNEXED TO CHAPTER A OF PART I.

A. - Effectives

TABLE OF THE AVERAGE DAILY EFFECTIVES IN THE LAND ARMED FORCES.

Table I. - Egectives in the Land Armed Forces.

a. b. c.
Total effectives, including the Officers Effectives who have completed at
effectives specified in columns b and c least x months of service

184,448 6,74I

NOTES 

I. The figures shown in columns a and b include officers of the reserve and reservists
called up for a period of training.

2. The figure for column c cannot be given until the Conference has fixed the period of
x months mentioned above.

3. The disproportion between the number of officers and non-commissioned officers and
the total effectives is due to the fact that these cadres have not yet been brought up to the
requisite number of officers and non-commissioned officers.

4. Oversea army: Nil.



TABLE OF THE AVERAGE DAILY EFFECTIVES IN THE LAND FORMATIONS ORGANISED ON A

MILITARY BASIS.

Table IV. - Efectives in Formations organised on a MAilitary Basis.

a. b. c.

Total effectives, Officers or officials Non-commissioned
Formations including the ranking as officers officers and other

effectives specified officials
in columns b and c

Gendarmerie ......... 19,48 555 4,392

Frontier Guard ...... 8,567 232 I92

Total ............. 28,415 787 4,584

NOTES.

I. The disproportion between the number of officers of the two formations and the

total effectives is due to the fact that this cadre has not yet been brought up to the requisite
number of officers.

2. Although the gendarmerie and frontier guard are organised on a military basis, they

could not be used for military purposes without first being re-organised and mobilised. Their

organisation differs considerably from that of the actual military units; in addition, they are

without armament and other necessary material (machine-guns, accessory appliances, artillery,

means of communication, medical service, transport, etc.). Furthermore, in accordance with

the provisions of their respective regulations, these two formations would remain in their

places in the event of mobilisation, and would perform the same services as in peace-time.

Consequently, they cannot be considered as formations covered by Article 4 of the draft
Convention.

3. Formations organised on a military basis overseas: Nil.

TABLE OF THE AVERAGE DAILY EFFECTIVES IN THE SEA ARMED FORCES.

Table VI. -- Egectives in the Sea Armed Forces

Total effectives
(officers, petty officers and men)

8,768

NOTES.

i. The above figure also includes seaplane effectives (950).
2. This figure includes 485 officers, 58 of whom are seaplane officers.
3. Formations organised on a military basis: Nil.

TABLE OF AVERAGE DAILY EFFECTIVES IN THE AIR ARMED FORCES.

Table VIII. - E#ectives in the Air Armed Forces.

a. b.
Total effectives (officers, non-commissioned Effectives who have completed at least x

officers and men) months of service (officers, non-commis-
sioned officers and men)

10,810

NOTES.

I. The figures for column b cannot be given until the Conference has fixed the period

of x months mentioned above.

2. Air armed forces stationed overseas : Nil.

3. Formations organised on a military basis : Nil.
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B. - Period of Service

Under the law on the organisation of the army and navy, the period of service with the
colours is as follows:

Number
Army : of months

Normal period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Reduced period (for eldest sons, sole supporters of families and

students) .. . .............. 9. 9
Reduced period for seminarists .. . . . ........ 6

Air Force:

Normal period . .................. . . 24
Reduced period for trained pilots ........ 12
Reduced period (for eldest sons, sole supporters of families and

students) .......... ......... ..... 9

Navy:

Normal period . .................... 24
Reduced period (for students) . . . . . .. . . . ... . 9

In addition, under the law on the organisation of the army and navy, all officers of the
reserve and reservists may be called up each year for a period of training as follows:

Four weeks during their service in the army of operations (from 21 to 40 years
inclusive);

Two weeks during their service in the territorial reserve army (40 to 50 years).

II. MATERIAL.

A. - NAVY.

TABLES ANNEXED TO CHAPTER B OF PART II.

Table I.

Global tonnage . .............. . .. .. 2,880

NOTES.
Under construction: I,880 tons.
Authorised: About 50,000 tons in small vessels (coast-defence), cruisers, destroyers and

submarines, and about 50,000 tons in vessels of types to be determined later.

Table II.
(a) Capital Ships (ii):

Authorised : 3 small vessels (coast-defence) ; a certain number of vessels of types to be
determined later.

(b) Aircraft-Carriers:

Nil.

(c) and (d) Light Surface Vessels:

Under construction: I cruiser (Dubrovnik) of 1,880 tons.
Authorised : a certain number of small cruisers or destroyers.

(e) Submarines:

There are at present 4-namely : Tons

Hrabri ............. ... ........... 870
Nebojsa ...... .................... 870
Smeli .......................... 570
Osvetnik . .. . ........... ........... 570

Authorised : a certain number of submarines.
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B. AEROPLANES OF THE LAND AND SEA ARMED FORCES.

TABLES ANNEXED TO CHAPTER C OF PART II.

Table I.

a.

Total aeroplanes of the land armed forces

Number Total horse-power

568 (I) 269,585 (2)

a.

Total aeroplanes of the sea armed forces.

Number Total horse-power

59 (3) 23,706 (2)

NOTES.

(I) This figure represents the number of aeroplanes in commission in the present organic
units, and does not include 263 training aircraft at present in commission, or a certain number
of aeroplanes under construction included in the programme for the organisation of land
aviation in peace-time.

(2) This figure is calculated according to the " engine power formula " suggested by the
Committee of Experts in document C.260. M.II6.I93I. VIII.

(3) This figure represents the number of seaplanes in commission in the present organic
units, and does not include 34 training seaplanes at present in commission, or a certain number
of seaplanes under construction included in the programme for the organisation of naval
aviation in peace-time.

Aeroplanes stationed overseas : Nil.
Aeroplanes on board aircraft-carriers: Nil.
Aeroplanes of land, sea and air formations organised on a military basis: Nil.
Dirigibles: Nil.

ANNEXES TO CHAPTER B OF PART II.

Annex I. - Exempt Vessels.

Torpedo-Boats:

8 torpedo-boats (Nos. I to VIII) of 200 tons each.

Minelayers:

6 minelayers, as follows:
Tons

Jastreb ...................... 330
Kobac . . .... .............. ......... 330
Soko .... .. ..................... 330
Orao .................... 330
Labud ... ...... .... ...... ... . 330
Galeb ................. ....... 330

Tug-tenders (for the mine service) :

5 of 120 tons each.
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River Flotilla:
4 monitors, as follows: Tons

Vardar ................... 530
Drava .......................... 450
Sava........................... 380
Morava . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 390

Annex II. - List of Special Vessels.
Training Ships:

Tons
Dalmacija. . ... ................ ...... 2,360

Store Ships:
4, as follows

Hvar . .. ................ .... ... 1,870
Zmaj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,870
Sitnica . .... .... ......... 370
Lovcen (under construction) ................ 200

Salvage vessel:
i, Spasilac ..... ..... ............. 740

Yacht:
i, Vila . ......................... 230

III. - BUDGETARY EXPENDITURE I929-30.

RETURN OF ACTUAL EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR I929-30.
Dinars

Land Forces .......................... 1,769,830,568
Naval Forces .... ..... . ....... ......... 169,084,600
Air Forces ...... .... .... .... .... 238,698,374
Joint Budgetary and Extraordinary Credits . . . ...... . . . . . . I,033,498,706

General Total . . .. 3,211,112,248
NOTE.

The above figures do not include expenditure on formations organised on a military basis
(gendarmerie and frontier guards), which amounted to 468,441,954 dinars.

RETURN OF SUMS EXPENDED DURING' THE BUDGETARY YEAR I929-30.

Armed Forces Personnel Material Total

Dinars Dinars Dinars

Land .............. 477, I6,808 1,292,713,760 1,769,830,568

Sea .... ......... 32,578,980 136,505,620 169,084,600

Army ....... 27,714,22 I72,280,8I7 I99,995,029
Air Navy ....... 4,318,384 34,384,961 38,703,345

Total ..... 32,032,596 206,665,778 238,698,374

Grand Total..... 541,728,384 1,635,885,I58 2,177,613,542

NOTES.

i. To the above sum of 2,177,613,542 dinars should be
added the amount of joint budgetary and extraordinary
credits, allocated as follows'

(a) Extraordinary credits for land, sea and air Dinars
armed forces .................. 714,893,616

(b) Expenditure on transport and construction
works ..................... I50,226,95I

(c) Expenditure on pensions (officers, non-
commissioned officers and civilian personnel) . .. .. I29,183,613

(d) Expenditure in settlement of amount due by
the State on account of the Ministry of War and
Marine . .................... 39,194,526

General Total 1,0233,498,706

General Total ...... 3,211,112,248
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2. The above return does not include expenditure for
formations organised on a military basis (gendarmerie and
frontier guard), the amount of which was as follows:

(a) Personnel . ....... .......... 416,591,840

(b) Material . . .............. 51,850,II4 468,44I,954

LAND ARMED FORCES.

Sub-Head Category of expenditure Total in dinars

Head I. - Effectives.

Personnel normally forming part of formations and services

A Pay and allowances of all kinds: Officers ....... 284,868,214

B Ditto: N.C.O.s and men ................ 9I,756,053

C Ditto: Civilian personnel ........ ....... I02,75I, I 80

Personnel not normally forming part of formations and
services:

D Persons undergoing preparatory military training, reservists
and reserve organisations.. 4,527,275

E Maintenance of personnel referred to in sub-heads A to D. . 513,2I4,392

Total: Head I ............ ... 997,II7,II4

Head II. - Transport.

F Horses and other animals, forage, harness and shoeing . . . I35,716,IOO

G Coal, fuel, oil, petrol, lubricants, etc., and other transport
expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,819,420

Total: Head II . . ... .. . . . ... . I40,535,520

Head III. - Buildings.

H Construction of new fortifications and defence works . .. 42,067,815

K Barracks, other buildings, upkeep, furniture ........ I27,414,8I6

Total: Head III ................. 169,482,631

Head IV. - War Material.

M Arms, ammunition and fighting material ..... .. . 366,558,320

M(a) Engineer and other warlike stores ........... . 67,202,II5

N Manufacture of war material in " non-autonomous " State
establishments"(expenditure not divisible between sub-heads
M and M(a)) .................... 28,934,868

Total: Head IV ................. 462,695,303

GRAND TOTAL ................... 1,769,830,568



NAVAL FORCES.

Sub-Head Category of expenditure Total in dinars

Head I. - Efectives.

Personnel normally forming part of formations and services:
A Pay and allowances of all kinds: Officers ....... I7,9I7,459
B Ditto: N.C.O.s and men. . . . . . .. .. .. .9,517,076
C Ditto: Civilian personnel .... ... ... . . 5,140,078

Personnel not normally forming part of formations and
services:

D Persons undergoing preparatory military training, reservists
and reserve organisations ........... .... 4,368

E Maintenance of personnel referred to in sub-heads A to D .. 37,697,878

Total: Head I . . .. . . . .. .70,276,859

Head II. - Transport.

G Coal, fuel, oil, petrol, lubricants, etc., and other transport
expenses ......... .. 34,056,843

Total: Head II ................. 34,056,843

Head III. - Buildings.

K Barracks, other buildings, upkeep, furniture ....... 20,369,57I

Total: Head III .0........ ,369,57I

Head IV. - War Material.

L Ships: new construction and maintenance . ...... 26,806,650
M Arms, ammunition and fighting material ......... I7,574,677

Total: Head IV ................. 44,381,327

GRAND TOTAL. .................. 69,084,600
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AIR FORCES.

Sub-Head Category of expenditure Total in dinars

Head I. - Efectives.

Personnel normally forming part of formations and services 
A Pay and allowances of all kinds: Officers ....... I9,777,798
B Ditto: N.C.O.s and men .. . .......... 5,836,206

C Ditto: Civilian personnel ............... 6,259,267

Personnel not normally forming part of formations and
services:

D Persons undergoing preparatory military training, reservists
and reserve organisations. ....... I59,322

E Maintenance of personnel referred to in sub-heads A to D. . I7,790,883

Total: Head I . ................. 49,823,476

Head II. -- Transport.

G Coal, fuel, oil, petrol, lubricants, etc., and other transport
expenses .. ................... 27,024,837

Total: Head II. . .. ..... ....... 27,024,837

Head III. - Buildings.

K Barracks, other buildings, upkeep, furniture . ..... . 46,224,068

Total: Head III .......... ... .. 46,224,0 68

Head IV. - War Material.

M Arms, ammunition and fighting material .... ... 5 . .,625,993

Total: Head IV. ... . . . . .... .. 115,625,993

GRAND TOTAL. ........ ...... . ... 238,698,374
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FORMATIONS ORGANISED ON A MILITARY BASIS (POLICE FORCE AND FRONTIER GUARDS).

Sub-Head Category of expenditure Total in dinars

Head I. - Effectives.

Personnel normally forming part of formations and services:
A Pay and allowances of all kinds: Officers ....... 33,228,279
B Ditto: N.C.O.s and men. ............... 373,729,395
C Ditto: Civilian personnel ..... .. . . . 2,848,221
E Maintenance of personnel referred to in sub-heads A to C . 29,932,332

Total: Head I .. . ...... ..... ..439,738,227

Head II. - Transport.

F Horses and other animals, forage, harness and shoeing . . 4,668,301
G Coal, fuel, oil, petrol, lubricants, etc., and other transport

expenses ...... ..... 3,724,I05

Total: Head II ...... ........ 8,392,406

Head III. - Buildings.

H Construction of new fortifications and defence works . .. 230,552
K Barracks, other buildings, upkeep, furniture .. .... . 20,067,680

Total: Head III .. .............. 20,298,232

Head IV. - War Material.

M Arms, ammunition and fighting material .... ... . 13,089

Total: Head IV. . . . ........... . 13,089

GRAND TOTAL . ................. 468,44,954

ANNEXED TABLES.

Table A. - Expenditure on pay of reserves: Dinars

I. Remuneration outside periods of training of personnel not employed Nil

2. Remuneration during training of reservists called up ....... 4,690,963

Table B. - Expenditure on shipbuilding:

I. New construction ...................... 74,733,624

2. Maintenance and repairs ................... 27,007,064

Table F. - Global expenditure in respect of pensions ........... I29,I83,600




